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STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Thirty-first Report — “Coming Home Safely: WorkSafe and the Workplace Culture in Western Australia” — 

Tabling 
HON ADELE FARINA (South West) [2.07 pm]: I am directed to present the thirty-first report of the 
Standing Committee on Public Administration titled “Coming Home Safely: WorkSafe and the Workplace Culture 
in Western Australia”. 
[See paper 4119.] 
Hon ADELE FARINA: The thirty-first report of the Standing Committee on Public Administration titled 
“Coming Home Safely: WorkSafe and the Workplace Culture in Western Australia” contains the committee’s 
findings and recommendations arising out of the inquiry into WorkSafe Western Australia. This inquiry was launched 
by the committee because all members are agreed that every worker in this state deserves to return home from work 
unharmed, yet in recent years an average of 18 people have died a year as a result of traumatic workplace injuries. 
This, as I am sure the house will agree, is unacceptable. 
The principal regulator for workplace safety in this state, WorkSafe, ceased to exist as an entity during the course 
of the inquiry. However, the WorkSafe Western Australia Commissioner and the staff of the Department of Mines, 
Industry Regulation and Safety who assist in the administration of the Occupational Safety and Health Act play 
a significant role in safeguarding the wellbeing of Western Australian workers and ensuring that employers meet 
their occupational safety and health obligations. 
The inquiry looked into a wide range of matters and took evidence from many submitters and witnesses. Our 
thanks go to all who engaged. Particular thanks go to a number of bereaved family members who have lost a loved 
one due to a workplace fatality who appeared in person before the committee: the families of Wesley Ballantine, 
Robert Cunico and Luke Murrie. Their stories brought home to the committee the need for everyone to do better 
to ensure that our workplaces are safe and that workers return home safely at the end of each day. Towards the end 
of the inquiry, the committee was saddened to read of the death of Jason Gale, who, along with other workmates, 
witnessed the incident that took Mr Cunico’s life. He reportedly never recovered from the experience and took his 
own life in July 2020. This story is a shocking reminder that a workplace death affects not only family and friends, 
but also colleagues, witnesses and others. 
The committee heard disturbing evidence from those grieving families about how they were kept in the dark and left 
waiting for answers for the up to three years it takes WorkSafe to complete its investigations and, where appropriate, 
commence prosecutions. During this time those families were provided with very little to no information. The 
committee heard how the lack of information and the length of time taken to complete investigations has compounded 
their grief and prolonged the grieving process. A culture of non-disclosure within WorkSafe and a refusal to share 
even the most basic of information was a striking feature of this inquiry. This culture needs to be changed to one of 
greater transparency. 
A historic and continuing lack of sufficient resourcing was another recurring factor during the inquiry, resulting 
in low visibility at the workplace and increased investigation times, amongst other problems. Additional funding 
in 2019 allowing for the appointment of 27 new inspectors was welcomed, but more is needed if WorkSafe is to 
properly perform its functions and meet community and stakeholder expectations. If we are serious about workplace 
health and safety, WorkSafe needs to be adequately resourced. 
This report contains 111 findings and 94 recommendations and I commend the report to the house. 
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